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ABSTRACT
C is the dominant programming language for developing embedded software, operating systems, and device drivers. Unlike programs written in managed languages like Java, C programs rely on explicit memory management and are prone
to memory leaks. Existing (static or dynamic) detectors
only report leaks, but fixing them often requires considerable manual effort by inspecting a list of reported true and
false alarms. How to develop on-demand lightweight techniques for automated leak fixing without introducing new
memory errors remains challenging. In this paper, we introduce AutoFix, a fully automated leak-fixing approach
for C programs by combining static and dynamic program
analysis. Given a leaky allocation site reported by a static
memory leak detector, AutoFix performs a graph reachability analysis to identify leaky paths on the value-flow slices
of the program, and then conducts a liveness analysis to locate the program points for inserting fixes (i.e., the missing
free calls) on the identified leaky paths. We have implemented AutoFix in LLVM-3.5.0 and evaluated it using five
SPEC2000 benchmarks and three open-source applications.
Experimental results show that AutoFix can safely fix all
the leaks reported by a state-of-the-art static memory leak
detector with small instrumentation overhead.
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INTRODUCTION

The two central tasks facing programmers during software
testing are finding bugs and fixing them. Both tasks are
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Foo ( ) {
===char* p = malloc (…); // o
===char* q = “on stack”;
===fgets(p , … );
===free (p);
===if (C1) {
======char * t = p;
======p = q;
======q = t;
===}
===printf (“%s”, q);
===free (p);
===if (C1) free (q);
===else free (p);
}
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Bar ( ) {
===char* p = malloc (…); // o
===fgets(p , … );
===if (C2) {
======Use (p); free (p);
===}
===else {
======Use (p);
======free (p);
===}
}
Use (char* x) {
===printf (“%s”, x);
===free (x);
}

(a) Fixing an intra-procedural leak (b) Fixing an inter-procedural leak

Figure 1: Incorrect ( ) and correct (X) fixes.

expensive in dollar terms and time-consuming due to the
ever-increasing complexity of modern software systems. A
large number of existing program analysis and testing techniques focus on automatic bug detection. However, finding
bugs is only the first step. Once reported, bugs must still
be repaired. Manually fixing bugs can be a non-trivial and
error-prone process, especially for large-scale software.
Recently, a few approaches on automatic bug fixing have
been proposed to reduce maintenance costs by producing
candidate patches for validation and repairing [1, 10, 14, 19,
21, 31]. For example, ClearView [21] enforces violated invariants to correct buffer overflow and illegal control flow errors by creating patches for binaries. AutoFix-E [31] relies
on user specifications and generates repairs using contracts.
Pachika [8] infers object behavior models to propose candidate fixes for bugs like null dereferences. GenProg [10]
uses genetic programming to repair bugs in legacy code.
Most of the existing automatic approaches for fixing bugs
in C programs are related to spatial memory errors such as
buffer overflows and null pointer dereferences. Such bugs can
be validated by inserting assertions and repaired by adding
conditional checks to avoid executing the code segment that
leads to undesired behaviors (e.g., program crashes) [16].
Memory leaks represent another major category of temporal
memory errors that are more complicated to fix automatically. Unlike a spatial error that can be fixed by adding a
conditional check to bypass the point where the spatial error
occurs, every leaky path from a leaky allocation site needs
to be tracked by inserting an appropriate fix (i.e., a free
call) without introducing new memory errors.

Leak Detector

Figure 1 illustrates how intra- and inter-procedural leaks
are fixed correctly and incorrectly. Suppose the memory allocated in line 2 in Figure 1(a) is never freed. Adding a
fix, free(p), too early in line 5 can cause a use-after-free
error in line 11, but adding free(p) in line 12 at the end
of program without considering path correlation may introduce an invalid free site for a stack object (when the if
branch is executed). A correct fix is provided in lines 13 –
14, with the underlying path correlation accounted for correctly. Let us consider now an inter-procedural leak shown in
Figure 1(b), where the memory allocated in line 2 is leaked
partially along the else branch (lines 7 – 10). A simpleminded fix, free(x), which is inserted in line 14 in the function Use, is incorrect. Without considering correlated calling
contexts, this fix may introduce a double-free in line 5 when
the if branch is executed. A correct fix is given in line 9,
ensuring that only the leak along the else branch is fixed.
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Figure 2: The AutoFix framework.

Existing (static and dynamic) memory leak detectors for
C programs only report leaks, but fixing them along every
leaky path remains to be done manually by programmers.
Dynamic detectors [4, 18] find leaks by instrumenting and
tracking memory accesses at runtime, incurring high overhead. By instrumenting a program under some inputs, dynamic detectors produce no false positives but potentially
miss many bugs. In contrast, static detectors [5, 15, 26, 27,
32], which approximate runtime behaviors of the program
without executing it, can soundly pinpoint all the leaks in
the program, but at the expense of some false positives.

calls (S2). For each candidate function f , AutoFix then
identifies the leaky paths in f for o by computing the valueflow guards with respect to its existing deallocation sites
found in the program (S3). Next, a liveness analysis is applied inside f on the value-flow slice of the identified leaky
paths for o to determine every program point P where a fix
is needed with path correlation considered (S4). Finally, the
fixes are inserted immediately after the last use sites of o on
all its leaky paths (S5).

This paper presents AutoFix, a fully automated approach
for fixing memory leaks in C programs by combining static
and dynamic analysis. Given a list of leaky allocation sites
reported by a static detector, AutoFix automatically fixes
all the reported leaks by inserting appropriate fixes (i.e.,
free calls) along all the leaky paths. There are two main
challenges. First, a detector reports a leaky allocation site as
long as it discovers one leaky path from the site without necessarily reporting all the leaky paths. AutoFix is designed
to fully repair the leak for all its leaky paths. Second, some
reported leaks are false positives. AutoFix must guarantee
memory safety by ensuring that the fixes are correct regardless of whether the reported leak is a true bug or a false
positive. Note that AutoFix certainly cannot fix any leaks
that are missed (i.e., not reported) by a static detector.

• We present AutoFix, a fully automated approach to
memory leak fixing for C programs that can safely reclaim all the leaked objects reported by a leak detector.

AutoFix applies to a large class of real-world C programs
where memory management is explicitly orchestrated by
programmers without resorting to garbage collection (GC)
and/or reference counting (RC). Compared to the GC and
RC approaches, our approach is lightweight as only small
instrumentation overhead is incurred. To safely reclaim a
leaked memory object o from an allocation site without
any programmer intervention, all the memory allocation and
deallocation sites reachable from o on the value-flow slices of
the program are instrumented to keep track of the liveness
of o in shadow memory, thereby enforcing correct leak fixing
inside a memory-safe execution sandbox at runtime.
Figure 2 highlights the basic idea behind AutoFix. Given
a leaked object o from an allocation site, AutoFix builds
from the program a sparse value-flow graph (S1), on which
a graph reachability analysis is first performed to locate the
candidate functions for inserting appropriate fixes, i.e., free

This paper makes the following contributions:

• We propose a lightweight memory leak fixing approach
by combining static and dynamic analysis so that all
the missing free calls for a leaked object are first identified at compile-time and then inserted into the program to prevent the object from being leaked at runtime based on the shadow information recorded.
• We have implemented AutoFix in LLVM-3.5.0 and
evaluated it using five SPEC2000 benchmarks and three
open-source applications. Our experimental results
show that AutoFix can safely fix all the leaks reported
by the state-of-the-art static leak detector, Saber [26,
27], with runtime overhead averaged at under 2%. For
the long-running server application redis evaluated,
AutoFix has successfully reduced its memory usage
by more than 300MB in a three-hour continuous run
after having fixed its leaks.

2.

A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

We use an example in Figure 3 to describe our approach
by going through its five key steps shown in Figure 2. An
allocation site in line 4 of fun in Figure 3(a) is partially leaky
along the else branch in line 10 inside a while loop. Given a
leaked object o detected from this allocation site by a static
leak detector, AutoFix first constructs a value-flow graph
shown in Figure 3(b) for o. Based on this graph, AutoFix
inserts one fix immediately after line 16 on the leaky else
branch, as shown in Figure 3(c). The leaky allocation site
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Fun ( ) {
----char* q = “on stack”;
----while (C0) {
-------char* p = malloc (…); // o
-------fgets (p, …);
-------if (C1){
-----------Use (p);
-----------free (p);
-------}
-------else {
-----------if (C2) {
---------------char* t = p;
---------------p = q;
---------------q = t;
-----------}
-----------Use (p);
-------}
-------printf(“loop”);
----}
}
Use (char* p) {
----printf (“%s”, p);
}

(a) Program

Fun

Step 1

q = “on stack”
while (C0)

4
{C1}
5

p = malloc (…) մ
# Add (allocID, p)
fget (p , … ) յ
if (C1)
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Figure 3: A motivating example.
(in line 4) and the deallocation site (in line 8) in the nonleaky if branch are instrumented with dynamic checks to
ensure safe fixing at runtime, as illustrated in Figure 3(d).
Step 1: Constructing Value-Flows. Following [26, 27],
we construct an inter-procedural value-flow graph (VFG) for
every leaky allocation, with the one for the example given
in Figure 3(b). Note that its nodes are numbered by their
corresponding line numbers in Figure 3(a). In a VFG, its
nodes represent the definitions of variables and its edges
capture their def-use relations.
Step 2: Locating Functions to Fix. Given a leaked object o from an allocation site, AutoFix first determines the
functions where the leaks of o should be fixed. A candidate
function f is chosen if f allocates o (directly in itself or indirectly in its callee functions) such that o is never returned to
any caller of f . Note that the existence of a candidate function for o is guaranteed since the main function will be the
last resort. In our example, Fun is selected as a candidate
function since it contains an allocation site of o (line 4) and
o is never returned to Fun’s callers based on its value-flows.
Step 3: Identifying Leaky Paths. AutoFix identifies
the leaky paths for o in Fun by reasoning about value-flow
guards, which are Boolean formulas capturing branch conditions between defs and uses in the control flow graph (CFG).
The free condition C1 under which the free site in line 8 is
reached is computed by performing a guarded reachability
analysis from the malloc source 4 to its free sink 8 . Thus,
the leak condition ¬C1 encodes the leaky paths in the else
branch as highlighted in red in Figure 3(c).
Step 4: Liveness Analysis. An intra-procedural liveness
analysis is performed for Fun to mark the live basic blocks
for o (shown as double-framed boxes in Figure 3(c)) that are
reachable from the allocation site of o on its leaky paths. As
a result, node 16 is identified as the last-use site of o.
Step 5: Inserting Fixes. As shown in Figure 3(c), a
deallocation Fix() is inserted immediately after 16 (i.e., line
16), where the last use of o is found. In addition, the instrumentation code (in green) also includes the metadatamanipulating functions inserted (after the malloc source 4

and the free sink 8 ) to maintain runtime shadows for o to
ensure safe fixing for both leaky and non-leaky paths.
Figure 3(d) shows that the shadow memory simply maps
an allocation site with its unique ID, allocID, to a hash
map that records (start) addresses of the dynamically allocated objects that are not yet freed. Consider Figure 3(c)
again. Every address p that points to an object allocated
at 4 is recorded in the shadow memory by calling function
Add(allocID, p) instrumented immediately after 4 . The
deallocation site 8 , which is reachable from 4 via valueflows, is instrumented by calling function Remove(allocID,
p) to delete the address p from the shadow hash map since
its pointed-to object has been released along the non-leaky
if branch. On reaching Fix(allocID) during program execution, all the objects identified by the addresses corresponding to the allocation site allocID in the shadow memory are
freed (as they would be leaked otherwise).

3.

AUTOMATED LEAK FIXING

AutoFix is a compile-time transformation for inserting runtime checks to reclaim leaked memory for C programs, which
keeps track of potential leaked memory addresses via an
efficient shadow metadata structure. In this section, we
first present the five steps of AutoFix’s compile-time transformation (§3.1 – §3.5), and then describe the design of
AutoFix’s metadata structure (§3.6).

3.1

Step 1: Constructing a Value-Flow Graph

An inter-procedural sparse value-flow graph (VFG) [11, 25,
26, 27, 28, 29, 34, 35] for a program is a multi-edged directed
graph that captures the def-use chains of both top-level and
address-taken variables. Top-level variables are the variables
whose addresses are not taken. The def-use chains for toplevel variables are readily available once they have been put
in SSA form. Address-taken variables are accessed indirectly
at loads and stores. Their def-use chains are built in several
steps following [6, 26, 27]. First, the points-to information
for the program is computed by using, e.g., Andersen’s analysis. Second, a load p = ∗q is annotated with a function µ(x)
for each variable x that may be pointed to by q to represent

Algorithm 1: Liveness Analysis (for a leaked object o)
1 Let F be the set of candidate functions for fixing o
2 foreach f ∈ F do
3
Let subCF G be the subgraph of f ’s CFG that contains only
4
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the leaky paths for o in f
foreach basic block b in subCFG do
isLive(b) ← f alse
if b contains an o-reachable variable then
isLive(b) ← true
while isLive has changed do
foreach basic block
W b in subCFG do
isLive(b) ← s∈succ(b) isLive(s)
// succ(b) is the set of successors of b

a potential use of x at the load. Similarly, a store ∗p = q
is annotated with x = χ(x) for each variable x that may
be pointed to by p to represent a potential def and use of x
at the store. A callsite cs is also annotated with µ(x) and
x = χ(x) for each variable x to capture inter-procedural reference and modification of x in a callee of cs. Third, all
the address-taken variables are converted to SSA form, with
each µ(x) being treated as a use of x and each x = χ(x) as
both a def and use of x. Finally, the value-flows are constructed by connecting the def-uses for each converted SSA
variable.

3.2

Step 2: Locating Functions to Fix

Definition 1 (Value-flow Reachability). A variable v is o-reachable if there exists a value-flow path from
the allocation site of o to the definition site of v on the VFG
of the program. A callsite p = call(...) is o-reachable if either variable p or x in any x = χ(x) function annotated at
the callsite is o-reachable.
Given a leaked object o from an allocation site reported by
a static detector, AutoFix first determines the candidate
functions where the leaks of o will be fixed. A function f is
a candidate function to insert fixes for o if (1) f contains at
least one o-reachable callsite and (2) there is no o-reachable
variable in any caller of f .
In the case of recursion, if there is no data dependence on
the leaked object o between any two function calls in the
recursive cycle, o can be fixed in the recursive functions;
otherwise fixes for o must be put outside the recursive functions to ensure safe fixing. In the case of global variables,
since they are reachable for every function, leaked objects
pointed to by global pointers can only be fixed in main. However, global variables are generally not considered as leaks
in existing leak detectors [5, 15, 26, 27].

3.3

Step 3: Identifying Leaky Paths

To identify the leaky paths in a candidate function f , AutoFix
performs a forward analysis on the VFG from an o-reachable
callsite src to construct a value-flow slice Ssrc that includes
all the nodes reachable from src but confined in f .
If no free sites are reachable from src, then all paths in f are
leaky paths. Otherwise, for a free site snk corresponding to

Ssrc , let vfp(src, snk) be the set of all value-flow paths from
src to snk on the VFG, and vfe(P) be the set of all valueflow edges in a single value-flow path P ∈ vf p(src, snk).
Thus, we can obtain the value-flow guards from src to snk:
_
^
ˆ
V F Guard(src, snk) =
CF Guard(ŝ, d)
ˆ
P ∈vf p(src,snk) (ŝ,d)∈vf
e(P )

ˆ =
CF Guard(ŝ, d)

_

^

boolCond(e)

ˆ e∈Q
Q∈cf p(ŝ,d)

ˆ is a boolean formula that encodes the
where CF Guard(ŝ, d)
ˆ from program
set of control-flow paths, denoted as cf p(ŝ, d),
ˆ
point ŝ to d on f ’s CFG. Each branch edge e on a control flow
path Q is uniquely assigned a boolean variable boolCond(e).
In the presence of loops, guards can grow unboundedly. To
avoid unbounded conjunctions that describe all loop iterations, we follow [5, 26, 27] and bound loops to one iteration.
Finally, the leak condition for src is obtained by computing
guards from src to all its reachable free sites in f :
_
V F Guard(src, snk)
LeakCond =
snk∈Ssrc

Any path from src to the end of function f that satisfies
LeakCond is a leaky path for the leaked object o.

3.4

Step 4: Liveness Analysis

For a candidate function f , a subgraph is extracted from
f ’s CFG by excluding the control flow edges that are not on
any leaky path. Then, a liveness analysis is applied to this
subgraph to determine the basic blocks where o may be live.
As shown in Algorithm 1, a backward data-flow analysis is
performed in f , starting from blocks containing o-reachable
variables (lines 6 – 7) and iteratively marking the liveness
of each block until a fix-point is reached (lines 8 – 11). For
a leaked object o allocated inside a loop, if there is no data
dependence on o between different loop iterations, then fixes
for o can be inserted inside the loop; otherwise fixes for o
must be put outside the loop to ensure safe fixing.

3.5

Step 5: Instrumentation

Based on the liveness information, Algorithm 2 performs
instrumentation to insert fixes for every leaked object o in
each of its candidate functions f . A call to Fix() is inserted
either at the end of b where b is the last live basic block for
o (lines 6 – 7) or at the beginning of n where n is a newly
created basic block between a live block and a non-live block
of o (lines 9 – 11). As shown earlier in Figure 3(d), these
fixes serve to reclaim the dynamically allocated memory at
the allocation site of o that would otherwise be leaked. In
addition, a call to Add() is inserted after the allocation site
of o (line 12) to track all its allocated objects in the shadow
memory. A call to Remove() is inserted after each free site
reachable from its corresponding allocation site (line 13), so
that the freed objects are removed from the shadow memory.
Our instrumentation is safe even if the leaked object o is a
false positive, for two reasons. First, the VFG of a program
over-approximates its def-use chains. Thus, the last-use sites
of o in its candidate functions for fixing o are conservatively

Algorithm 2: Instrumentation (for a leaked object o)
1 Let F be the set of candidate functions for fixing o
2 Let allocID be the unique ID of o’s allocation site
3 foreach f ∈ F do
4
Let liveBBs be the set of basic blocks that are marked live
5
6
7

for o in f ’s CFG
foreach b ∈ liveBBs do
if @s ∈ succ(b), isLive(s) = true then
Insert Fix(allocID) at the end of b
else
foreach s ∈ succ(b) s.t. isLive(s) = f alse do
Insert a new block n between b and s
Insert Fix(allocID) at the beginning of n

8
9
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11

12 Insert Add(allocID, p) immediately after the allocation site

p = malloc(...) for o
13 Insert Remove(allocID, q) immediately after each free site

f ree(q) where q is o-reachable
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Without loss of generality, our shadow mechanism is supported on a 64-bit x86 64 architectures with 48-bit virtual
address space and word-aligned pointers. For a 64-bit memory address allocated at a leaky site, AutoFix uses its lower
8 bits as the index to the corresponding entry in the hash
map, and maps its middle 40 bits to the field ADDR of the
entry. A linked list is implemented to handle hash collisions
in each hash slot, with the field SC recording the head of
the list. Due to the sparsity of the hash map, it is expensive
to retrieve all the valid entries to reclaim leaked memory
by performing a full scan for the map. To speed up the
search, we have used a doubly linked list (similar to Java’s
LinkedHashmap) with the two 8-bit fields, PRE and NEXT,
to record the previous and the next valid entry indexes. The
one-bit field FEN indicates whether an entry is valid or not.
It is set to 0 when the entry is removed from the hash map.
The 7-bit field USL is preserved for future use.
Figure 5 gives the implementation of our shadow metadata
functions i.e. Add(), Remove(), Fix(). The lookup, insert,
remove and clear are standard operations that are similar to those in Java’s LinkedHashmap and are thus omitted.
Function Add(), which is instrumented immediately after
the leaky allocation site allocID, first finds a slot in HallocID
to create an entry for the allocated memory object o (line
1), then maps bits 8 through 47 of o’s address addro to the
40-bit field ADDR using a simple shift operation (line 2),
and finally inserts the entry into HallocID (line 3). Function
Remove(), which is instrumented after a deallocation site
of o, checks whether the deallocated address is recorded in
HallocID (lines 4 and 5). If so, the corresponding entry is removed (line 6). Function Fix(), which is instrumented after
the last-use site of o, first traverses HallocID using its internal
linked list via getNext (lines 7), then frees all the recorded
addresses (line 8) and clears the hash map (line 9).

128-bit record
FEN : Flag for entry validity
PRE : Forward internal chaining
NEXT : Backward internal Chaining

ADDR : The recorded address
SC : Separate chaining
USL : Unused

Figure 4: The metadata structure design.
found, ensuring safety by avoiding any use-after-free. Second, Add() and Remove() maintain valid memory addresses
in the shadow memory, ensuring safety by avoiding any potential double free along any program path.

3.6

The Metadata Structure

The design philosophy behind our metadata structure is to
enable a judicious tradeoff between time and space, which
aims to support fast lookup, insertion and removal operations with reasonable space overhead. As shown in Figure 4,
AutoFix maintains a closed hash map HallocID for every
leaky allocation site (with its unique ID, allocID) to keep
track of all the dynamic allocated memory addresses. The
size of HallocID can be user-defined, with larger hash maps
consuming more space and smaller ones potentially imposing higher slowdown due to hash collisions. To achieve a
reasonable tradeoff (as evaluated in §4.3), the default hash
map size is set to 28 , with 128 bits for each slot, resulting in
a total of 4 KB consumed for the hash map.

4.

EVALUATION

We have implemented AutoFix on top of LLVM (version
3.5.0). Eight C programs are used for evaluation as shown
in Table 1, including five SPEC2000 benchmarks and three
popular open-source applications. The SPEC2000 suite is
widely used for evaluating static leak detectors [5, 15, 26, 27].
However, the SPEC2000 benchmarks that have less than
two reported leaks (e.g. parser and gap) are excluded from
our evaluation. The five selected SPEC2000 benchmarks
are ammp (contains many leaks), gcc (large-sized and contains many leaks), perlbmkm (allocation-intensive), twolf
(allocation-intensive) and mesa (deallocation-intensive). We
also include three open-source applications: a2ps-4.14 (a
postscript filter) containing a relative large number of leaks,
and two long-running server programs: h2o-1.2 (an http
server) and redis-2.8 (a NoSQL database).
All our experiments are conducted on a platform consisting
of a 3.0 GHZ Intel Core2 Duo processor with 16 GB memory,
running RedHat Enterprise Linux 5 (kernel version 2.6.18).
The source code of each program is compiled into bit-code
files using clang and then merged together using LLVM Gold
Plugin at link-time (LTO) to produce a whole-program bitcode file. The compiler option mem2reg is turned on to
promote memory into registers. Andersen’s pointer analysis is used to build the VFG for the program [11]. We use

// o’s allocation site: allocID
addro = malloc(…);
1 entry = HallocID -> lookup(addro);
2 entry -> ADDR = (uint64_t)addro >> 8;
3 HallocID -> insert(entry);
(a) Add(allocID, addro)

// o’s deallocation site
free(addro);
4 entry = HallocID -> lookup(addro);
5 if (entry)
HallocID -> remove(entry);
6

// o’s last-use site
lastUse(addro);
7 for(entry = HallocID -> getHead(); entry != 0;
entry = HallocID -> getNext(entry))
free(entry -> ADDR << 8| entry - HallocID);
8
9 HallocID -> clear();

(b) Remove(allocID, addro)

(c) Fix(allocID)

Figure 5: Implementation of shadow metadata operations.
Table 1: Benchmark characteristics
Program
ammp
gcc
perlbmk
mesa
twolf
a2ps
h2o
redis
Total

Size
#Alloc
(KLOC) Sites
13.4
230.4
87.1
61.3
20.5
41.8
18.2
61.8
534.5

37
161
148
82
185
295
95
47
1050

#Free
Sites
30
19
2
76
1
161
123
62
474

#Reported
Leaky
Alloc Sites
20
45
12
7
5
39
27
24
179

#True
Leaks
20
40
8
3
5
28
26
20
150

Table 2: Compile-time statistics of AutoFix
Program
ammp
gcc
perlbmk
mesa
twolf
a2ps
h2o
redis
Total

#Fix() #Add() #Remove()
20
20
0
74
45
13
131
12
28
19
7
9
7
5
0
51
39
48
61
27
2
30
24
7
393
179
107

Analysis Time(s)
0.9
81.7
32.0
15.1
3.9
17.0
9.5
56.0
216.1

the five SPEC2000 benchmarks, their reference inputs are
used. For the three open-source applications, their own regression test suites are used. For a total of 67 real leaks
triggered by the inputs (Column 2 in Table 3), AutoFix is
able to reclaim all the leaked memory at runtime, which is
verified by Valgrind [18].
In our experiments, we observed that a substantial number of leaks are inter-procedural, involving path correlation.
These leaks are ignored and cannot be fixed by the pure
static approach LeakFix [9] due to the over-approximative
nature of static analysis. In contrast, AutoFix combines
static analysis with runtime checking to enable precise fixing for all leaks including those involving path correlations.
Figure 6 shows a leak pattern in gcc and its fixed code. The
pointer p at the callsite use may point to either a heap object
when the if branch is taken or a stack object otherwise. A
leak happens in the former case, while the code is leak-free in
the latter case. AutoFix tracks the memory allocation by
instrumenting an Add after malloc and reclaims only truly
leaked memory by performing runtime checks in Fix.
1 char* p = "...";
2 if(...)
3
p = malloc(...);
4 use(p);

the leak warnings (leaky allocation sites) reported by the
state-of-the-art leak detector, Saber [26, 27], as input to
AutoFix.
We evaluate AutoFix based on three criteria: (1) efficiency
(number of fixes generated and the analysis time taken to do
so), (2) effectiveness (ability to fix memory leaks and reduce
memory usage at runtime), and (3) performance degradation
(instrumentation overhead at runtime).

4.1

Efficiency of AutoFix

The compile-time results of AutoFix are summarized in
Table 2. Given a total of 179 leaky allocations reported
in the eight programs, AutoFix fixes them all by inserting
393 calls to Fix() (Column 2), 179 calls to Add() (Column
3) and 107 calls to Remove() (Column 4). On average, a
leaky allocation results in only 2.2 fixes. This shows that
AutoFix is able to precisely place fixes along the identified
leaky paths with lightweight instrumentation. As shown in
Table 2 (Column 5), it takes 216.1 seconds to analyze the
534.5 KLOC for the eight C programs altogether. In particular, AutoFix spends 81.7 seconds on gcc, the largest
program (230.4 KLOC) studied. The analysis times for the
other seven programs are all within one minute.

4.2

Effectiveness of AutoFix

To evaluate the effectiveness of AutoFix in fixing leaks at
runtime, we compare the memory usage of each program
before and after automated fixing using Valgrind [18]. For

1 char* p = "...";
2 if(...)
3
p = malloc(...); Add(…);
4 use(p); Fix(…);

(a) Leaky code

(b) Code after AUTOFIX

Figure 6: Fixing path correlated leaks in AutoFix.
To further evaluate the effectiveness of AutoFix in fixing
leaks for long-running programs, we reproduce a real leak
which causes memory exhaustion in redis with its corresponding regression tests [17]. As shown in Figure 7, a loop
(line 281) is used to query the IPs of slave servers. If a slave
sever is dead, reconnection attempts are repeatedly made
by calling getaddrinfo (line 291), which allocates memory
chunks that are never freed, resulting in leaks inside the
for loop. As shown in Figure 8, the memory consumption
of the leaked version of redis increases around 31.7 KB
per second, and over 300 MB are leaked after three hours.
AutoFix can fix this leak effectively, enabling redis’s memory consumption to remain below 35 MB in the fixed version.

4.3

Runtime Overhead

To measure runtime overhead, each program is executed five
times before and after automated fixing respectively, and the
average overhead is reported in Table 3. The experimental
results show that AutoFix only introduces negligible overhead for all the eight programs, 1.06% on average, with the
maximum 1.82% observed in a2ps. This confirms that our
instrumentation is lightweight, achieved by identifying the
required deallocation fixes on the value-flow slices of leaky
allocations and tracking leaked objects with simple shadow

---256:----static int _redisContextConnectTcp(...) { ...
---281:--------for (p = servinfo; p != NULL; p = p->ai_next) { ...
---291:------------rv = getaddrinfo(source_addr, NULL, &hints, &bservinfo);
-- ++
Add (bservinfo, allocID); // instrumented by AutoFix
---297:------------for (b = bservinfo; b != NULL; b = b->ai_next) { ...
---302:------------}
-- ++
Fix (allocID);
// instrumented by AutoFix
---329:--------}
---342:----}

Table 3: Run-time statistics of AutoFix
Program
ammp
gcc
perlbmk
mesa
twolf
a2ps
h2o
redis

Figure 7: The leaky code (in net.c of redis-2.8) fixed
by AutoFix.
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Figure 8: Memory footprint of redis-2.8 before and
after fixing the leak.
operations at runtime.
To evaluate the impact of the metadata structure (as described in §3.6) on runtime instrumentation overhead, we
choose four different sizes for the hash map used in order to
demonstrate the time and space tradeoffs made: 1 (with the
hash map degenerating into one linked list), 26 , 28 and 216 .
The results are shown in Figure 9.
For the five benchmarks, ammp, gcc, mesa, twolf and redis, the four configurations yield similar overheads. However, for the other three benchmarks, perlbmk, a2ps and
h2o, much higher overheads are incurred when their underlying hash maps have degenerated into a single linked list.
In this degenerate case, the lookup operations become too
expensive, especially when a large number of memory objects are present. When the other three hash map sizes are
used, lookup operations can be performed more efficiently.
The hash map with 26 slots is not very space-consuming,
costing 1 KB for each leaky allocation. However, due to its
high collision rates, this hash map still results in high overheads for perlbmk, a2ps and h2o. As shown in Figure 9, the
hash maps with 28 slots (4 KB per leaky allocation) and 216
slots (1 MB per leaky allocation) suffer from similar overheads. This indicates that 28 slots are already sufficient to
guarantee low collision rates, and more slots cannot provide
any noticeable performance benefit. For more complicated
applications beyond our evaluation, it is still possible that
28 slots are not enough to ensure low hash collision rates. In
this situation, AutoFix allows users to allocate more slots
for the shadow hash map to achieve better performance.

5.

RELATED WORK

Leak Detection: Memory leak detection has been extensively studied using static [15, 26, 27, 32] or dynamic [12,
18, 24] analysis. Static detectors examine the source code at
compile-time without executing the program. Saturn [32]

Figure 9: Comparing runtime overheads for different metadata structures used in AutoFix.
detects memory leaks by solving a Boolean satisfiability problem. Sparrow [15] is based on abstract interpretation, and
uses function summaries. FastCheck [5] and Saber [26, 27]
find memory leaks on the value-flow graph of the program.
Dynamic detectors, which find leaks by executing the program, track the memory allocation and deallocation via either binary instrumentation as in Valgrind [18] or source
code instrumentation as in AddressSanitizer [24].
Leak Tolerance: Another line of research focuses on tolerating leaks at runtime [3, 20, 30]. The basic idea is to delay
out-of-memory crashes at runtime by offloading stale objects (regarded as likely leaked) to disks and reclaiming their
virtual memory. Upon accessing a mistakenly swapped-out
object, the object will be swapped back into the memory,
thereby guaranteeing safety. AutoFix, which aims at fixing
leaks, is orthogonal to tolerating leaks.
Garbage Collection: Garbage collection can eliminate
most memory leaks. However, in type-unsafe languages such
as C and C++, it is theoretically impossible to implement
sound garbage collectors to automatically manage memory.
A few unsound solutions for C and C++ [2, 13, 22] have
been shown empirically to be effective with low space and
time overheads, in which memory allocations (e.g. malloc
sites) are replaced by special allocators, and memory deallocations (e.g. free sites) are removed from the program,
at the expense of the prompt low-cost reclamation provided
by explicit memory management. Compared to AutoFix’s
static fixing on value-flow slices, garbage collection uses runtime object reachability to over-approximate object liveness.
In addition, garbage collectors for C and C++ typically need
to monitor all static data areas, stacks, registers and heap.
In contrast, AutoFix only monitors potential leaky allocations reported by leak detectors, which makes AutoFix
much more lightweight than garbage collectors.

Leak Fixing: Memory leaks can be fixed manually or automatically. LeakPoint [7] is a dynamic taint analysis that
identifies last-use sites of leaked objects by tracking pointers
and presents programmers the identified sites as candidate
locations for leak fixing. LeakChaser [33] relies on user annotations to improve the relevance of bug reports, thereby
assisting programmers to diagnose and fix memory leaks.
Object ownership profiling has also been applied to assisting manual leak detection and fixing [23]. LeakFix [9] is a
pure static approach to automatically fixing leaks in C programs. Because it cannot handle false positives produced by
other state-of-the-art leak detectors, LeakFix relies on its
own dedicated leak detector and can fix only some but not
all reported leaks. In contrast, our approach combines static
and dynamic analysis, and is able to automatically fix all the
true leaks reported by a detector with small overhead.

6.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents AutoFix, a fully automated approach
to memory leak fixing for C programs by combining static
and dynamic analysis. Given a leaky allocation reported
by a leak detector, AutoFix performs a graph reachability
analysis to identify the leaky paths on the value-flow graph
of the program and then a liveness analysis to locate the
program points for instrumenting the required fixes on the
identified leaky paths at compile-time. Our evaluation shows
that AutoFix is capable of fixing reported memory leaks
with small instrumentation overhead.
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